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Abstract
Visual literacy, a key element of a design portfolio, is achieved by communicating
a consistent visual aesthetic with respect to design elements, design principles and
individual style. Yet, students often feel challenged in articulating their personal
aesthetic or design philosophy in order to create a unifying design identity within a
body of artifacts. This paper shares some best practices on overcoming this challenge
through students’ engagement in self-reflection and identity formation processes. The
implemented innovative strategy in a senior-level portfolio development course for
apparel designers involved four different phases: 1) one-on-one meetings to selfreflect on previous design work, 2) selection and revision of artifacts, 3) peer-review
and critiques of revised portfolio artifacts, and 4) development of a final ePortfolio to
showcase a unified design identity. It was evident that recording students’ initial selfreflection in the form of a metacognitive oral report encouraged and motivated
identity development in their portfolio. Further, students expressed their satisfaction
in the ability to participate in the selection process of artifacts by self-reflecting about
what they wanted to highlight about themselves and why. Overall, student outcomes
from this strategy exceeded expectations and the portfolios developed were successful
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in creating a cohesive design identity.
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The design industry is becoming increasingly competitive, especially for entrylevel positions. When fashion design students graduate from college and start looking
for a job, they have to prove that they possess the ability to perform the job at a
satisfactory level. The most compelling tool to impress potential employers and to
differentiate from competing graduates–is a professional Portfolio. An apparel design
portfolio is a purposeful collection of artifacts and serves as a communication tool that
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reflects a comprehensive skill set including visual, technical, and analytical skills. It is
a portrayal of the designer’s creativity and expression of personality that exhibits the
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development of work and ideas, while simultaneously conveying the designer’s personal aesthetic and style (Tain,
2010). As technology permeates through every facet of our lives, many companies now require a link to an electronic
Portfolio (ePortfolio) when filling out an online application on the company’s career portal. According to Workfolio,
an innovative leader in professional visibility applications, “56% of all hiring managers are more impressed by a
candidate’s personal website than any other personal branding tool -however, only 7% of job seekers actually have a
personal website” as reported in a Forbes magazine (Smith, 2013). Therefore, the senior-level portfolio development
course for apparel designers is fundamental in preparing students for future professional careers and bridging the gap
for design disciplines in the digital age.
In order for students to successfully market themselves to a professional audience, visual literacy is a key element
of a portfolio which is achieved by communicating a consistent and strong visual brand aesthetic with respect to
design elements (typeface, color etc.), design principles (complexity, novelty, unity etc.) and individual style. Yet,
students often feel challenged in articulating their personal aesthetic or design philosophy in order to create a holistic
pattern of artifacts and a unifying design identity for their portfolio. This paper shares an innovative strategy on
overcoming this challenge through student’s engagement in self-reflection and identity formation processes.

II. Background
1. Purpose of a Portfolio
Current literature points to three types of ePortfolios: learning, assessment, and professional showcase (e.g., Barrett,
2010; Matthews-Denatale, 2014). The learning portfolio, also known as the process or development portfolio, focuses
on capturing the learning involved in creating a portfolio (Aalderink, 2007). It engages students to develop skills to
gauge their own learning and create connections between different educational environments, whereas, the
assessment portfolio is geared towards an end-evaluation of student work (Aalderink, 2007). According to Aalderink
(2007), assessment portfolios are less preferred by both students and teachers since they do not attain the holistic
goals of ePortfolios and evaluate students’ skills and competencies in specific areas, which are determined by
program standards or outcomes (Balaban, Divjak, & Kopic, 2010). On the other hand, the professional portfolio
holistically displays the best artifacts of a student’s collection in a logical and professional manner to appeal to a
particular employer. A fashion design Portfolio created with the intent of seeking entry-level design positions can be
viewed as a professional showcase, which demonstrates a relevant set of skills, and a variety of educational and
professional experiences expressed through unique visual and narrative artifacts. The word artifact is used to describe
all text-based work, designs, and videos or other digital media, such as blogs which a student uses to articulate a
sense of self (Bryan & Chittum, 2013). Professional portfolios are never static, but rather reflect an on-going process
that promotes new acquired skills and industry experience.
2. The Fashion Design Portfolio
A traditional fashion portfolio incorporates four to six design concepts that each include the following components:
1) Mood/Theme/Concept boards, 2) Fabric/Color board, 3) Figure Design Spreads, and 4) Flats/Specs. A design
portfolio acts as a conversation piece that tells a story through the showcase of a chronological design process with
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respect to how the designer transforms his/her idea to arrive at the final artifact (“Hire me!? The portfolio handbook,”
n.d.). Tain (2010) points out that each design story starts with the concept board, which includes dramatic and
significant photographic images to communicate a design theme along with a short written description and a
coordinated color story. Fabric/color swatches are often included in a mood theme board but can be separate. The
fabric/color board aids in conveying trim design, colorways, original textile designs, recolored prints, and garment
details that will be incorporated into the final collection (Tain, 2010). The board displaying the figure design spreads
serves as a selling tool since it visualizes a designer’s idea, displays design coordination within a collection, and
communicates the proportion and look of each design (Tain, 2010). The figure design spread follows the flats/specs
board with technical front and back drawings and sample spec sheets along with accurate measurements to
communicate important technical skills (Tain, 2010).
While incorporating the design concepts into the fashion portfolio, the designer should never lose sight of the
portfolio’s focus by targeting a consistent target market and price point (Tain, 2010). To achieve a unified body of
work, the designer needs to objectively edit out irrelevant pieces that take away from the focus of the portfolio since
“the mark of a professional portfolio is its focus” (Tain, 2010, p.31). Developing the design portfolio to align with a
specific target market, while maintaining a consistent design style from the first to the last piece, ensures a greater
chance of landing the dream job.
3. Design Identity Challenge
The objective of the portfolio course is to develop a design portfolio in print, PDF, web, and mobile formats that
reflect a focused range of skills, and convey fashion ideas through an individual style which is mirrored in design
communication, logo, layout, and presentation. Only the very best work goes into the fashion design portfolio. Most
of the time the design student has to rework and edit pieces or make adjustments to his or her design concepts in
order to meet professional standards. This process requires critical thinking, self-reflection and being aware of one’s
own identity and design philosophy. However, as observed in previous portfolio development classes for apparel
designers, students do not know how to articulate their identity as a fashion designer, what target market they want to
design for, and what their design philosophy is prior to enrolling for this course. This insight is imperative since
creative design bases its success on the ability of the designer to differentiate oneself from other designers through
infusing their own perspectives, experiences, culture, and personality into their final work. Thus, the lack of a clearly
articulated design identity and focus challenges students during the editing and reworking processes of their work
toward a cohesive final portfolio. In this paper, we propose some best practices on overcoming this challenge through
students’ engagement in self-reflection and identity formation processes, which provide a critical starting point to the
portfolio development process. Once students’ cognitive processes are stimulated and their design identity is
articulated, they are then able to achieve each of the course objectives successfully.
4. Identity and Self-Reflection
The fashion design portfolio can be grounded in a multitude of self-reflection processes, which can create a
gateway for the evolution of a collection or design identity (Keane, 2014). Various authors (Jenson, 2011; Nguyen,
2013) have highlighted the interrelated roles of identity and self-reflection within an ePortfolio. Personal identity
formation is “a self-reflective process of turning thought inward to analyze and reflect on intrapersonal views, values,
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and convictions” (Berzonsky & Barclay, 1981, p. 207). Nguyen (2013) emphasizes that identity is crucial for
analyzing ePortfolios since they become a “living portal” and provide a means to uncover previously unknown
perceptions of self, and allow for modifying the past and imagining one’s future (p. 143). Jenson (2011) points out
that students’ self-reflection is an important aspect of reviewing their own work and modifying it.
Wang (2009) defines reflection in ePortfolios as “a thinking process more than simple memorization and
comprehension, and involves a variety of cognitive processes, such as summarization, identifying general principles,
exploring various situations, reconciling options, monitoring progress, and so on” (p. 422). Eynon, Gambino, and
Török, (2014) argue that when proper reflective pedagogy is implemented in the ePortfolio process, it becomes more
than a standard technology by beginning to display engaging connections, integrative academic learning, life
experiences, and a process of personal growth. Reflection, in turn, becomes an intriguing aspect of ePortfolio
development in design disciplines.
Exploring identity also provides design students with a platform for personal branding. Aruda (2003) points out
that personal branding is a tool for creative professionals to distinguish themselves from their competitors in the same
field, and the best personal brand strategy is to be authentic and true to oneself. The ePortfolio process can, in turn, be
seen as a medium to share one’s own story and identity (Delacruz & Bales 2010). Thus, analyzing one’s intrinsic
design aesthetic through reflection enhances students’ ability to form a personal brand, which then influences their
professional identity. One of the strengths of the ePortfolio is its ability to allow the student designer to identify,
develop, and articulate the common themes coursing through their artifacts and experience as an emerging designer
(Graves & Epstein, 2011).
There are two established models of reflection which are categorized as either the procedural or dominant model.
Procedural models typically follow four basic stages of reflection: experience, analyzing the situation and learned
outcomes, and subsequently using this learning experience for use in the future (Wang, 2009). The dominant model,
on the other hand, promotes instructor-led pedagogy to guide teaching and self-reflection (Wang, 2009). Brammer
(2011) supports this dominant model by suggesting that students struggle with forming a critical reflection of their
work, hence, the process should be aided by a structured pedagogy enhancing the reflective process. In addition,
Keane (2014) found that students do not always fully reflect on their artifacts or have the capacity to reflect on their
own, thus without an instructor questioning their choices the student may never reflect on why the artifacts were
originally included. Identity and self-reflection strategies that implement the dominant model, hence, provide the
valuable rationale for the analysis and selection of artifacts to be included in the design Portfolio, and what these
mean for shaping the designer’s personal brand.

III. Methodology
1. E-portfolio Development Phases
The innovative strategy in the portfolio development course for apparel designers involved four different phases.
As part of the first phase, related to discovery and expression of design identity, students reflected on the following
questions in a narrative form in the first class of this course: Who am I as a designer? What defines me? Where do I
get my inspiration from? What are the unique aspects of my work? Additionally, they were asked to reflect on their
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preferred price point and target consumer, so that the design portfolio aligns with a specific target market and
demonstrates clear intent. This is important since most companies are interested in seeing the same apparel category
in the portfolios that they specialize in for their business. The students then collected all relevant existing design
artifacts, which were outcomes of various design courses taken during their apparel design program. Through one-onone meetings, the instructor and students viewed their body of produced artifacts holistically and compared it to their
narrative descriptions from the first class. This process enabled students to identify the underlying connections and
common themes across the body of artifacts. This effort also resulted in observing visual similarities related to design
principles (e.g. contrast, complexity, rhythm) and elements (e.g. colors, line, shape, texture) in the final design
outcomes, which allowed students to tease out the underlying design elements and principles that they could apply in
their personal branding. The interaction with the instructor and engagement in these cognitive process enabled
students to cultivate self-awareness and left many students with an “aha moment”. For example, one student realized
that all of her portfolio artifacts reflect a common theme related to the rich history of the American South and that her
collections possess a high level of design complexity due to incorporated floral prints, ruffles, lace, and beading that
are inspired from Antebellum heirlooms. Following this realization, she consciously applied these design elements in
her portfolio branding.
Following the first phases of the design identity formation and self-reflection, students participated in carefully
selecting the artifacts that best exemplify what defines and characterizes them as an apparel designer. This selection
process helped students identify which artifacts required: a) screening out, b) slight revisions, and c) considerable
reworking; as well as, what additional design concepts were needed to fill gaps and strengthen the portfolio focus.
Based on this selection process, students revised their artifacts to create a focused design identity in their work and
consistent personal branding communicated through their logo and other elements of personal style, such as layout,
background, color, and typeface.
The third phase involved a peer-review and critique of students’ revised portfolio artifacts and their constructed
design identity. Student peers were encouraged to provide constructive, objective and analytic feedback of each
others work. For example, students provided feedback on the arrangement of images, font size and readability, logo
placement, color palette, consistency of design style and target market, and overall flow of the artifacts. They also
provided valuable recommendations on which designers would be a good fit for the constructed design identity in
each portfolio. The use of a peer audience helped students to develop professional attitudes and fostered a healthy
environment of self- and peer-evaluation. Overall, this phase validated the intent the student desired to communicate
and ensured collective growth for the entire portfolio development class. After the constructive feedback, the students
further revised and strengthened their artifacts to achieve effective communication in their design aesthetic and visual
identity.
In the fourth and final phase of their portfolio development, students developed their ePortfolio including an
introductory page to their portfolio website with a personal brand identity, a professional summary highlighting their
statement of design philosophy, career goals, accomplishments, a resume, as well as their visual design artifacts. In
addition to visual artifacts, students also provided relevant professionally focused written descriptions to
contextualize each artifact for an industry audience. The written statements enabled students to express their
inspiration and purpose of each artifact in a narrative manner and aided in tying their design artifacts together to
create a cohesive story.
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The Portfolio, in web and mobile formats, was developed by using the website builder Adobe ® Muse, a dedicated
design software that does not require code writing. Adobe® Muse was the chosen ePortfolio platform as it is more
effective in integrating stylized imagery, typography, and other graphic elements in creating a distinct identity, in
comparison to other platforms that offer free templates for building websites. ePortfolios created on Adobe® Muse
can also be shared effectively on mobile devices through the design of mobile (tablet and smartphone) versions of the
ePortfolio.
2. An ePortfolio Illustration
Figures 1 and 2 showcase the artifacts of an Apparel design student who was enrolled in the course. After
completing the four phases of self-reflection and identity formation processes, the student sucessfully identified her
personal aesthetic as “dark and mysterious with luxurious garments inspired from art, music and literature.“ The
underlying commonality lies in themes that focus on Couture evening collections featuring unconventional and
innovative silhouettes. In order to create a cohesive visual identity across artifacts, the student included her logo on
each page as a unifying personal branding element. The student achieved consistent layouts within and across design
concepts through a similar presentation and arrangement of photographs and figure design spreads as well as through

Figure 1. A portfolio artifact including concept board, process board, and figure design spread
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Figure 2. A portfolio artifact including concept board, flats, and figure design spread
a uniform use of negative space. She created immediate visual unity by using a specific palette of colors, while
employing a constant white background for all the artifacts. Another personal branding element, the typeface, reflects
the consistent use of a distinguished font for the title and a complimenting easy-to-read font for the written
descriptions.

IV. Discussion and Conclusion
The four phases of the innovative strategy related to self-reflection and identity formation, coupled with structured
pedagogy, enabled apparel design students to a) develop metacognitive skills and critical thinking, b) to articulate
their personal aesthetic and design philosophy, and c) to create a cohesive design identity within a body of artifacts. It
was evident that recording students’ self-reflection in the form of a metacognitive oral report encouraged and
motivated their identity development in their portfolio. Learning to critically and objectively analyze and contemplate
on their own work was significant for the students during their senior year prior to the start of their professional
careers as fashion designers. Our observation during the one-on-one meetings confirm Brammer (2011) and Keane’s
(2014) argument that the process of a student’s self-reflection can only be initiated with the guidance of an intentional
and consistent instructor led pedagogy. We found that if the instructor did not ask relevant and thought-provoking
questions to trigger the self-reflection and identity formation processes, the design students would have limited
success in this first phase.
Further, students expressed their satisfaction in the ability to participate in the selection process of artifacts by selfreflecting about what they want to showcase about themselves and more importantly, why. It was important for
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students to feel that they had control over the selection of their artifacts and experienced a sense of accomplishment
when deciding what design pieces should be included. Many students felt relieved after the selection phase since they
were initially uncertain about the appropriateness of their artifacts prior to formulating a cohesive design identity.
Commitment to their selected artifacts was the first step towards creating a successful portfolio showcasing their
unique design identity.
Observations during the peer review phase revealed that constructive criticism was a cornerstone to effectively
fortify the creative process. This phase also helped students to strengthen their communication skills through
continuous inquiry to articulate ideas and thought processes (Carpenter, Apostel, & Hyndman, 2012). Offering
feedback was an essential tool for learning and allowed students to develop the skills necessary to effectively reflect
on their own work (Keane, 2014; Stevenson, 2006). Subsequently, this pedagogical strategy gave students the
opportunity to reach an even deeper level of reflection. It aided in teaching young designers the value of accepting
objective criticism and realizing that it is necessary to grow, so that their skills can mature.
In the fourth phase of the strategy, our experience confirmed that the use of an open web space ePortfolio system,
such as Adobe® Muse, gave design students more freedom to communicate and express in a way that most
symbolizes their true self, thus resulting in the intensification of the reflection process (Johnson, Hsieh, & Kidwai,
2007). The free display of artifacts allows for a sense of ownership of the space to take place, which Barret (2004)
describes as motivation for meaningful learning. By allowing students to explore their own work, ePortfolios foster
engagement with technology and promote the emergence of the student’s identity. Subsequently, the analysis of
identity provides students with a platform to investigate and continue learning through reflection (Rowley & Bennett,
2013).
Overall, student outcomes from this class exceeded expectations and several students’ Print and ePortfolios are
being used to promote the apparel design department at various events. Students have repeatedly let us know that they
are able to distinguish themselves from their competitors due to the clearly articulated design identity in their
portfolios since it signified a level of reflection that employers truly appreciate. In comparison to ePortfolios
developed in previous terms, the outcomes produced from the innovative strategy discussed in this paper, reflected a
more mature design identity, and personal style. Hence, we will continue to implement it in subsequent terms by
placing more emphasis on self-reflection during each phase since it provides students with a well-refined direction for
creating a successful ePortfolio.
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